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About Me 

My Experience

I'm Robyn, my pronouns are she/her and I am a final year Social
Policy & Sociology student from County Cork. Labhraím Gaeilge, I’m a
Virgo and a die-hard Taylor Swift fan. I also work in the best place on
campus - our beloved Clubhouse! 

I am running to be your next Campaigns and Engagement Officer
because I am eager to campaign on issues affecting students and
student life. I am dedicated to improving life at UCD and
empowering students, so they get the most out of their time here. 

I am passionate about advocating for more mental health services,
equality for all, and breaking the barriers to education while
embracing life in UCD while we are here.

I know the Union, I know UCD and I know what works and what does
not, so I will not waste any time testing the waters with ideas that
will inevitably fail. I am not afraid to get angry and push buttons with
University Management to fight for effective lasting change that
students deserve.

 

 
I am also running based on my experience
as a student here in UCD. I know first-hand
what it is like to struggle while studying
here and unfortunately my experience is
more the norm than unique. I want to
campaign for students' rights because no
one should have to choose whether to buy
food or afford rent or miss class to work
almost full-time job to pay their fees.



Advocate for decolonising the Curriculum; push each college to diversify
reading lists  and learning materials and hire academics from more diverse
backgrounds 
Support Direct Provision students and hold the Government to their promise
of ending the Direct Provision system
Coordinate with UCD Global in reaching out to international students
integrating into life here in UCD and Dublin and orchestrate Union
introduction workshops from the student perspective

 

While class reps and elected members of Council are crucial to the union, I
want all students to know they have a say on what campaigns their Union
works on. The issues relating to each of the Campaign Coordinator roles remain
at the forefront of all student issues, therefore I will establish working groups to
support these roles. These groups will be available to join not just by elected
members of Council but any student with an interest. This has been successful
with the Environmental Campaign Coordinator and EcoUCDSU and I want to
expand on that. 

Campaign against femicide, sexual violence and domestic abuse
Introduce Trans Training as part of Union minorities training 
Hold workshops on trans-specific policies and supports in UCD to ensure all
trans students can benefit 

 

Leaflet and poster all campus residences with specific UCD renters' guides 
Campaign for low-cost, affordable accommodation on campus
Work with the Union's Accommodation Officer on supporting students
searching for accommodation 

Housing

Gender Equality 

Anti-Racism

I am committed to continuing the Union’s movement of holding regular town
halls and demonstrations on campus, focusing on the issues most pertaining to
students now and those that arise during the sabbatical term. But we need to go
further. Thematic weeks are great for building hype and awareness around
certain subjects and issues and I want to continue them but we need to keep
the momentum going after the weeks are over. We need continuity to hold
attention to keep moving forward with these campaigns.

Action comes in all forms. Online petitions are accessible and can easily gain
external attention that puts pressure on UCD to listen. Furthermore, protests and
sit-ins put pressure on Management to meet our demands.

I want to run workshops and training on a range of topics as well as host
conferences and panel discussions to invite guest speakers to come to campus
to speak to and empower students. I believe it is the Union’s responsibility to
amplify the voices of those that need it most and I am committed to ensuring
that happens.

I will promote not only what the Union does but what the Union can do for you.
We need to go back to the basics. We need better promotion, clearer
communication, and full transparency from the Union. 

We need to get out of the Union corridor and onto the concourse, speaking to
students about not only what you want to see your Union do but how you can
get involved and most importantly how you can benefit. 

Sustainability 

Community 

I will focus on strengthening the community here in UCD. I want to do so by
maintaining and further establishing relationships with other essential groups
on campus that also focus on enriching student life. Groups such as all clubs
and societies, ResLife, Healthy UCD and UCD Green Campus hold the shared
interest of improving student activities, and I want to unite them so that we
can work together and produce events and campaigns most effectively.

As the Union's current Environmental Campaign Coordinator, I am passionate
about climate justice. This year I worked with several environmental groups,
hosting events promoting sustainability and I want to continue this by:

Working closely with Estates and UCD Green Campus to further promote
sustainable living on campus and demand more transparency regarding
UCD's contribution to climate change
Lobbying Transport for Ireland to rectify issues such as inconsistencies with
certain bus routes and lobby against the privatisation of public transport 
Holding the Government accountable in their promise to deliver free public
transport for under 25s  
Advocating for the introduction of the Too Good To Go app to the SU shops
and university restaurants to reduce food waste and combat food poverty

 

Working Groups 

My Vision

As well as paying the highest fees in Europe, Irish students are forced to pay
extortionate rent, the fifth highest in Europe. 


